It is also shown in the same paper [4, p. 242, Remark 1.15] that there is a similar general exponential law for TOP relating function spaces with the topology of pointwise convergence to another suitably retopologized product. It is known [24, p. 277 ] that an analogous result holds for function spaces with the indiscrete topology. This is not a completely trivial example as the product used does not have the discrete topology, see example (ii) in §8 below. Hence we know of two general exponential laws for TOP and, by restriction, three such for HAUS. Wyler [25, p. 227 ] raises the question of finding new closed structures for TOP. Another similar theory is developed in [21, Chapter 5] for function spaces with the cs-open (convergent sequence open) topology of [12, 13] . It is shown ( [21, p. 61] and example (i) §6 below) that the corresponding ^ is a continuous bijection; we have not been able to determine if it is, in general, a homeomorphism. The work of [4] has been generalized by at least two authors, i.e., Vazquez [22] and Wilker [24] ; the former replacing compact-open topologies by set-open topologies [1] and the latter by a type of generalized set-open topology. In each case there is an investigation of conditions that have to be placed on these defining classes of sets to ensure a reasonable exponential law.
The basic purpose of this paper is similar to that of the two authors just referred to, i.e., to develop the approach of [4] into a unified theory of function spaces with set-open topologies. Our method is to replace the use of "compact subspaces" with "maps from classes of spaces j^", i.e., the "sets" of our set-open topologies are the continuous images of spaces in the class Jzf. It has come to the authors' attention, since the completion of a first version of this manuscript, that this program was in fact proposed by R. Brown in [6, p. 7], We do not, however, restrict our attention to Hausdorff space as was suggested there.
A key feature of our approach is that it leads to a theory in which the conditions arising are simple topological restrictions on the spaces in the classes J%f; this has the advantage of making it very easy to generate a considerable variety of examples. Our initial restriction on the types of sets that can be used in our set-open topologies does not seem to exclude any important examples.
If A is a space, /: A-^Y is a map and U is open in Z then W(f t U) will denote the subset of M(Y, Z) consisting of all maps g such that gf{A) £ V. It is easily seen that M^ ( -, -) is a bifunctor from TOP OP x TOP to TOP. This function space is similar to -but presumably not identical with -the function space C a (Y, Z) defined in [25, p. 232 In §1 we define a modified product XX^Fand investigate some of its basic properties. We then ( §2) determine some conditions on S$? sufficient to ensure that X X^Y and M^(Y, Z) are related by an exponential law (2.4) and for a monoidal closed structure to be determined on TOP (2.6). We use 2.4 to obtain conditions under which the cartesian product 1x7 and M^(Y, Z) are related by an exponential law ( §3). In the particular case where Jtf is the class of compact Hausdorff spaces and X and Y are Hausdorff this gen-eralizes the best known exponential law, i.e., the standard conditions relating 1x7 and the compact-open topology function space ([9, p. 265, Theorem 5.3] and see example (v) below).
Given a space X and a class of spaces ^ aX will be defined to be the underlying set of X retopologized with the final topology with respect to all incoming maps from spaces in J^Γ It is clear that a is a covariant functor from TOP to TOP. We call X an α-space if aX = X; the category of all α-spaces is the coreflective hull of >S%f in TOP. Several authors have shown that, with suitable restrictions on j^ the category of α-spaces is cartesian closed. We retrieve some of these results in §4 via a different method; by simply showing that within these categories the product lχ y 7 coincides with the categorical products and so the cartesian closed structure is essentially a restriction of the previously established monoidal closed structure.
It is well known that the category of all f-spaces ( = α-spaces with respect to the class of all compact Hausdorff spaces) is simply the category of all quotients of locally compact Hausdorff spaces, the category of all sequential spaces is the category of all quotients of first countable spaces and so on. We generalize these results in §5 to the level of arbitrary classes jy and the corresponding α-spaces. In §6 we consider the example of the cs-open topology and the associated cartesian closed category of sequential spaces. This leads, in §7, to a discussion of the circumstances in which cartesian closed categories of α-spaces can be regarded as being convenient; the point being that they must contain the underlying spaces of all CWcomplexes, differentiate manifolds and metric spaces. Further examples are considered in §8; five of them involving function spaces with (a) the indiscrete topology, (b) the topology of pointwise convergence, (c) a topology which coincides with the compact-open topology M cot (Y, Z) whenever Y is Hausdorff, (d) a "cube-open" topology and (e) a "compact Hausdorff countable-open" topology, are proved to generate distinct monoidal closed structures for TOP. Conditions are given in § 9 for some of our function space topologies to coincide.
NOTATION. We use the symbols l Xt l x etc. to denote identity maps and i to denote inclusions; the symbol = will always denote a homeomorphism. We use U to denote the disjoint topological sum.
The following standard result will prove useful later. Taking \J xe χA x to be the disjoint topological sum of a collection of copies of A indexed by the points of x e X then we can define has the final topology with respect to all incoming functions
where / e M(A, Y), g e M(A, Z), Ae jzζ xe X, y e Y.
Also we notice that (IX^Γ) X^ Z has the final topology with respect to all incoming functions
where g e M(A, Z) and A e ( i ) it is clear that 1 x (f, g): X x A -+ X xY x Z factors through the corresponding map
lxfxg:XxAxA-*XxYxZ; the result follows.
Parts (ii) and (iii) require a slightly modified description of the topology on (iχ y 7) X&Z. We notice that if K is locally compact Hausdorff and S has the final topology with respect to a family of incoming functions {/<: d-+S} ieI then S x K has the final topology with respect to the family {f t x l κ : C t x X-> S x K} (this is easily verified using [9, p. >
is also an identification; the last fact following by the argument used at the beginning of (ii). The composites 
Now let W = W{g, U) be a subbasic open set for M S/ {Y, Z),
. NOW A is compact and so there exists an open set VQ X such that a eFandFxiS k"\U) [14, Theorem 5.12] . This implies that xeVQ (/TW) and so (/')""W) is open. DEFINITION 2.2. The class j^ of spaces will be said to be a regular class if for any element k of a set A in Jϊf, any neighborhood of k contains a closed neighborhood C for which there is a surjective map r: B->C with J5 e J^C We notice that the individual spaces in ,Ssf must then, of course, themselves be regular. PROPOSITION 
s&" is a class of Hausdorjf spaces closed under the formation of cartesian products then θ is a homeomorphism.
Proof, (i) It follows from 1.4(i) and the continuity of the evaluation maps e (see the proof of 2.3) that the composite 
MAX, MAY, Z)) XAX X^Y) -γ-> (MAX, MAY, Z)) x^X) Xs,Y-?MAY, Z) X^Y >Z
(ii) 1: a(X x Y) -> X X^ Y is continuous, and the result follows since IxF= a
. Let jy be a class of locally compact Housdorff spaces satisfying the condition that A x B is an a-space for any choice of A, Be *$/. If X is an a-space and Ye *s$f then X x Ya(X x Y).
Proof. Given that Z is a space and /:Ix7-^Zisa function. 
. Given that <s/ is a class of locally compact Hausdorff spaces satisfying the condition that A x B is an a-space for any A, Be J^Γ //Xand Yare a-spaces then X X , Y -a(X x Y).
Proof. Given that A e όzf, X x A is an α-space [23 
'ejtζ fe M(A', X), g e M(A', Y), h e M(A, Y) 9 i: {x} -+ X is the inclusion and xeX.
Hence X X^Y has the final topologyrelative to all incoming maps from spaces in Now ^S^ is not closed under the formation of cartesian products, so it is not clear if the ^^-product is associative, if θ is a homeomorphism or if this determines a monoidal closed structure on TOP.
The associated category of α-spaces is the category of sequential spaces.
It follows from 3.1 and 3.3 that if X and Y are spaces whose product is a sequential space then
M V AX, Mr AY, Z)) szMrAXx Y, Z).
Various characterizations of the category of sequential spaces follow from our 5.2, i.e., it is:
(a) the category of metrizable spaces and their quotients, (b) the category of first countable spaces and their quotients, (c) the category of direct sums of copies of N^ and their quotients, (d) the category of all locally compact metrizable spaces and their quotients, (e) the category of all direct sums of compact metrizable spaces and their quotients, and (f) the category of all ikf-spaces [16] and their quotients ((a), (b), (c) are given in [11] ).
A detailed discussion of most of the points raised in this example is given in [21] .
Our sequential exponential laws should not be confused with the analagous results for L*-spaces [18, p. 200 , Theorem 3'] and "convergences" [21, Theorem 2.5]. These "objects", although they can be generated by N^, are not topological spaces; the relationship between such exponential laws and those for sequential spaces is discussed in [21, Chapter III]. 7* Convenient categories • DEFINITION 7.1. Given a class j^ the associated category of α-spaces is said to be a convenient topological category if:
( i ) it is cartesian closed, and (ii) it contains the underlying topological spaces of all CWcomplexes, all differentiate manifolds and all metric spaces.
The category is then "closed under certain standard operations" (it has limits and colimits, subspaces and quotients), (i) ensures that it is small enough to satisfy "certain reasonable identities" and (ii) that is large enough to contain (just about) "all of the particular spaces arising in practice"; it follows that it is convenient in the sense of Steenrod [20] . For more details of these arguments the reader is referred to [23, 2.1 and 3.7]. REMARK 7.2. Some limits of spaces (e.g., any cartesian product of CW-complexes which fails to be a CW-complex) and some function spaces (e.g., with the compact-open topology) may be outside a convenient category. We can, however, replace any such spaces by their images under the appropriate functor a. The fact that a convenient category includes the standard spheres S n and cylinders S n x I ensures that the identity aX -> X is a weak homotopy equivalence and induces isomorphisms of homotopy, homology and cohomology groups [ Proof. This is immediate from 7.3(iii). THEOREM 
Let .s^ be a regular class of compact Hausdorff spaces satisfying the conditions that:
( i ) N^ is an a-space,
is an a-space whenever A, Be *S/l Then the category of a-spaces is a convenient topological category.
Proof. This follows from 6.1 (ii) and 4.4. The associated convenient category is that of f-spaces [7] , [2, p. 276] and [23, p. 558] . It is well known (and follows from 5.2) that this is the category of all locally compact Hausdorff spaces and their quotients. 
MUX, MUY, Z)) = MUX xY,Z).
The associated convenient category is that of compactly-generated spaces.
(vi) We will now take jy = ^^ the class of all compact metrizable spaces.
It follows from 3.1 and 3.3 that: If either (i) Y is locally compactmetrizable, or (ii) Xx Yis a sequential space (e.g., X, Y first-countable or X, Y spaces whose product is a CW-complex) then
Mr AX, Mr AY, Z)) = Mr AX xY,Z).
The corresponding convenient category is that of sequential spaces [25, p. 236-237] ; for more details see example (i) above.
(vii) Let us now take jzf = &£%? the class of all cubes I n (I denotes the unit interval, n > 0 and finite). The associated cartesian closed category has been discussed in [8, p. 6 
The associated, cartesian closed category, although adequate for many purposes in Algebraic Topology, is not a convenient topological category sense. The reason is that it does not contain all metric spaces; in particular it does not contain N^, for it is easily seen that the corresponding aN^ carries the discrete topology.
(vii) Finally we take >szf = ^^(f^, the set of compact Hausdorff spaces whose underlying set is countable. A monoidal closed structure for TOP and associated convenient category are determined. Now countable compact Hausdorff spaces are metrizable, so {iNL} c ^^r^c <&Λ and the associated convenient category is that of sequential spaces [25, p. 237 ]. Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.4 and the uniqueness of adjoints. PROPOSITION 
ik2W(Γ, Z) Φ M^(Y, Z), in general.
Proof. It is sufficient, by the previous lemma, to show
N^X^N^ΦN^X^N^.
Consider the set: D = {(n, n)\neNJc:Ni .
-ΛL X^/ iV TO = iV TO 
